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                      Key innovations in: (i) the COM’s proposal for a new EBCG Regulation; and (ii) COM’s recast proposal for a new returns Directive
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                      Presentation Title Summary Part 1: 4 key features in the Proposal for a new EBCG Regulation:  The concept of ‘standing corps’  The concept of ‘controlled centre’  Enhanced rules concerning Frontex’s cooperation with third countries  Enhanced tasks in the field of return Other features of the Proposal will also noted Part 2: 3 key features in the COM’s recast Returns Directive:  Programmes for providing assistance to support return  Changes to voluntary returns  Swifter legal processes for appeal 2
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                      Presentation Title Part 1: The concept of ‘standing corps’  Innovation: the Agency will deploy its own border guards (employed under SR/CEOS) in the new ‘standing corps’ of 10,000 operational staff  ‘Standing corps’ composed of 3 categories: - operational staff members of the Agency recruited under the SR/CEOS (category 1); - operational staff seconded from MS provided for a long term duration (category 2); - operational staff from MS provided for a short term deployment (category 3);  The operational control of the ‘standing corps’, including category 1, will be exercised by the host MS in accordance with the OPLANs 3
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                      Presentation Title Part 1: The concept of ‘controlled centre’  Innovation: The concept of ‘controlled centre’ is introduced, formalising COM’s most recent initiative  ‘controlled centres’: - How they are established: at the request of a MS (probably host MS); - Who participates: relevant Union agencies in support of the host Member State and with participating Member States; - What are the general activities: (1) to distinguish between third-country nationals in need of international protection and those who are not in such need; (2) carry out security checks; (3) apply rapid procedures for international protection and/or return.  Frontex may undertake certain specific activities in the ‘controlled centre’ such as, inter alia, supporting the screening, fingerprinting and registration 4
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                      Presentation Title Part 1: Enhanced rules concerning Frontex’s cooperation with third countries  Innovation: Enhanced rules concerning Frontex’s cooperation with third countries (TC), and greater cooperation with the COM  Frontex will be enabled to carry out actions at any external border of any TC, including on the territory of that TC  COM’s role is enhanced inter alia through the drafting of model working arrangements with TC or verifying whether agreements between TC and MS concluded for the purposes of the Regulation comply with it  No longer possible for the Agency to act in third countries based on international agreements concluded by certain Member States with those third countries 5
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                      Presentation Title Part 1: Enhanced tasks in the field of return  Innovation: Tasks in return-related activities are expanded and clarified  Frontex would be able to prepare return decisions (without taking such decisions itself) and identify TCNs  Frontex would develop and operate a central system and a communication infrastructure between it and national return management systems of the MS  Frontex would be permitted, on its own initiative, to initiate and coordinate return operations  Better cooperation with TC in the field of return 6
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                      Presentation Title Part 1: Other features in the Proposal  IBM is operationalised and more centralised through a ‘multiannual strategic policy cycle’, allowing for better cooperation with the COM over the strategic direction of IBM as well as the procurement of technical equipment by Frontex  The EUROSUR Regulation to be repealed and included into the EBCG Regulation  Frontex will take over and operate the False and Authentic Documents Online (FADO), a database with information on genuine travel and residence documents issued by inter alia MS or TC  The MB will be entrusted with appointing 3 deputy executive directors 7
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                      Presentation Title Part 2: Key innovations in the COM’s recast Returns directive  MS must establish programmes for providing assistance (logistical, financial or other) to support the return of illegally staying TCN  MS are no longer allowed to grant a period for voluntary return in certain important circumstances  Legal processes for appeal are swifter while being in keeping with the need to ensure an effective legal remedy 8
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                      Thank you! Author: Hervé Yves Caniard, Head of Legal and Procurement Unit
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